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Few things come in as handy as a compass—and rarely can you find one when you need to. Compus is a simple compass app to find your bearing on the go. A clean compass in your pocket, but too simplistic. While each iPhone is equipped with a standard Compass app, its accuracy is far from ideal. Compus is an alternative iOS compass app. It uses the phone's magnetometer to determine its real-time
orientation in relation to the Earth's magnetic field. The app is extremely simplified, to the point that it is quite bare bones. With no options to speak of or settings to adjust, compus is as basic as a compass gets. You can see your current coordinates and your cardinal orientation. You can also determine the angle that your current orientation forms with the true Nordic region. The angle is expressed in
standard degrees. No other angular devices are offered. Compus is free to download, supported by ads that interrupt the compass every few minutes. Adding insult to injury, many of them have no visible exit button. These leave you no choice but to exit the app or click on the ad. Where can you run this program? Compus should run seamlessly on all iOS 7 devices (or newer versions) equipped with a
magnetometer. It is also compatible with Retina displays on the iPhone 4. Is there a better option? Yes. If you need a more feature-rich compass app, you have The Altimeter GPS Pro, which also measures altitude and other variables. For a simple compass for navigation, Commander Compass has super useful map overlays.Compus is not the worst compass app you can find, but it is more limited than
most compass apps on the market. That's hardly an improvement over the built-in iPhone compass app. While handy in a pinch, the user experience surrounding the ads is very frustrating. Are you going to download it? No. Compus lacks any options or special features, while having ads that interfere with normal usage. The built-in compass is useful enough as it is. Kim Kardashian's food hack sweeps the
internet and with good reason — it's ingenious. And so, so simple. She may not be the first person to put M&amp;amp;; Ms. in the microwave, but she's definitely paying attention to what no one but a Kardashian (or Jenner) can do. Kim Kardashian West | Jared Siskin/amfAR/Getty Images Ms. for the perfect treat Kardashian has figured out the perfect candy snack and it's so insanely easy. She first
mentioned it in her Instagram Story, showing off a plate of M&amp;Amp;; Ms. she had melted in the microwave, which she shared with her sister, Kourtney. Even health conscious Kourtney couldn't deny that Kim had stumbled upon something very important. Kardashian advised her followers on how to heat up the candy but she followed it up on Twitter to give fans the full sensory experience of what the
melted candy looks like. Place them on a plate then in the in 30 seconds and it will change your life! Melted on the inside and the chalk on the outside Kim Kardashian West November 24, 2019 Kardashian calls it her secret of life Without a doubt, kardashians fused M&amp;Amp; Ms. is a gamechanger, as the reality star called the molten masterpiece of her secret of life. When a fan mentioned that they had
M&amp;Amp;; Ms. at hand, Kardashian replied, Put them on a plate then in the microwave for 30 seconds and it will change your life! Melt on the inside and nibble on the outside. Fans responded, with one calling her a culinary genius and another ant looking queen of cooking. Another fan shared how their lives changed, adding: 'I've eaten M&amp;; M's like this since you mentioned it first last week... and
frankly, I feel that my whole life has changed. Kardashian also posted a video on Twitter to show off the results of the microwave hack, and noted: This is how to eat M&amp;Amp; M's! Microwave them for 30 seconds then enjoy the molten magic! In the video she squeezes some of the dekardi set and pops them in her mouth and says: I love it when they crack... they are just hot and gooshy on the inside.
She explained: The goal is to be warm and melted on the inside... but crispy on the outside. This is my secret of life, you. So satisfying in your mouth, please try it someone. Let's start a chat about this. Ever influencer, Kardashian fused M&amp;amp;; M's really took off, with a fan split, @KimKardashian you were right, microwave M&amp;amp; M's slap hard. Another follower tweeted their results after trying
the hack, and to say, It's the bomb dot com!... This is the only way to eat M&amp;M's going forward. Thank you @KimKardashian for your service. Kim and Kourtney collided over candy It's clear that Kim likes candy, but her sister Kourtney is not one of those. During an episode of Keeping Up With the Kardashians, the sisters got into a fight over their daughters joint Candy Land themed birthday party.
Kourtney was in favor of providing healthier options, while Kim thought sticking to the theme was important. Kim ranted in her confessional: Kourtney has this vision of no sugar or no disgusting chemicals in candy. It's like a totally sugar-free, gluten-free, party-free, fun zone because Kourtney has decided it. It just didn't make sense and it really wasn't the theme of what North and Penelope wanted on their
birthday. Kourtney tried to make her case, which didn't go over well, explaining: There are only better solutions to things instead of your dated candy that is literally food color that gives people disease. iOS 8.1 is here! The update enables Apple Pay on supported devices, gives back the Camera Roll, adds some Continuity features, and more. Read our previous coverage after the jump. At Apple's big iPad
event today, they gave a quick preview of iOS 8.1, which will provide some new... Read more Kim Kardashian wants me to do a nude photo shoot. No, not in real life — in her video game, Kim Kardashian: If you have managed to stay away from this app, I salute you for being able to maintain your dignity. Because I obviously haven't. I'm not entirely sure it's all about it, but Kim Kardashian: Hollywood is
addictive. I'm not a gamer, and I only own about three iPhone games. (And one of them is Angry Birds, which I downloaded long after everyone else in an effort to understand what the resurrection was all about.) So I was surprised that I enjoyed the Kardashians game as much as I did. Was it the fact that there was a little skill in playing it? Was it the fact that I could play the game — which involves simply
clicking on things and earning points and cash — while watching TV, doing chores, or anything else that requires only half of my attention? Likely.But there's more about Kim Kardashian: Hollywood to enjoy than just its brainlessness. I've been eager to tell friends how progressive it is. Yes! Progressive! During the dating part of the game, I had the option to choose a girlfriend instead of a boyfriend. Look at
Kim, she's so forward-thinking, I said i chose between a sporty or an artistic girlfriend (both of whom looked exactly the same, by the way, but, hey, that's a start). But then, my praise for Kardashian dwindled when I was suddenly asked to do a nude photo shoot. Technically, she didn't ask me, but this is her game, after all. Someone behind Kim Kardashian: Hollywood decided it would be a good idea to have
me meet a fancy-schmancy photographer... and then strip down for him. Let me repeat: Kim Kardashian: Hollywood asks you to strip down in front of a male photographer. Marcel Tesiano (a not-so-subtle allusion to photographer Mario Testino perhaps?) is a big deal in Kim Kardashian: Hollywood. It cost me nine full energy points to introduce myself to him, and they take 45 real minutes to earn those
points. But I forked them over because I was told he could take me places, and this was before he asked me to get naked. I was still bathing in honor of my recent promotion to D-List star. Marcel was so into me that he didn't even put down his camera during our meeting. He asked me what I thought was most important in life, which is a pretty big question to pop after knowing someone for, like, six
seconds. Ironically, I wasn't rich enough to spend Star Koins necessary to tell him that I liked charity. So instead I settled for Family. Bruce Jenner taught me. I should have known better than to listen to Bruce, though. Turns out Marcel is the kind of rich guy who can afford to make charity his priority, and he made sure to tell it. But since I wasn't some kind of fame whore who answered Money, he agreed to
work with me anyway. His people called my people, and my manager was really stoked for me. He told me to hurry up to Beverly Hills to learn the details of the photo shoot. Okay! I thought naïvely when I skipped over to the studio. Marcel was really nice. This time when I said hello to him, it just cost four energy points instead of nine. But then he started explaining his project to me. I read his answer four
times. The video game addict in wanted to press, of course. But in real life I'm not okay with doing a nude shoot, so I figured my avatar should ask a few more questions first. I clicked, excuse me? — hey, at least the game gave me an opportunity to be disgusted — and hoped it would be delivered in a nice tone instead of how I felt, which was more like excuuuuse me? Marcel seemed rather annoyed that I
dared to question his vision. But he developed for me, even though I'm just a lowly D-list model wannabe. So because our ancestors were naked, I have to be? I felt like telling him that the old version of the camera he loves to stick in my face is a cave drawing, but the game didn't give me that option. Instead, he apologized for assuming I'd be okay with it. In theory, it is kind of him, but in reality this is a
bigger issue. Here's a man, and a man in power over me. And here he assumes I'd be totally willing to strip for him. Unfortunately, in real life, it has worked that way. Models trying to break into the business fear they will never find work again unless they agree to everything a director asks for them. It's a depressing reality of the business and it happens from small-time shooting all the way up to them with
famous photographers like Terry Richardson. Known for getting celebrities to strip down to nothing, he is also known to have a slew of sexual assault allegations against him on behalf of his former models. When Bachelor contestant and current model Courtney Robertson detailed an experience in her memoir where she was asked to take off her clothes in a shot she had a teenager. She writes:I booked for
five days for a staggering $2,000 a day, but on the third day I made a crucial mistake. A photo assistant asked if I would get naked, even if it was freezing outside and it was a back-to-school clothing catalog for teenagers... It suddenly occurred to me that the headmaster of my school could see these photographs. No, I'm not comfortable with that, I said, proud of myself. The next day I came back to my hotel
room and found a cold, formal note on my pillow, informing me that I was no longer needed at the photo shoot. Robertson says the lesson she took from this experience was, if you say no to nudity... you are pretty much dunzo in modeling business. But hey! Kardashian's game will just ignore all the questions surrounding this type of photography because who cares about real consequences, right? When I
met Marcel, I was addicted to Kim Kardashian: Hollywood, so I really wanted to say that I had no problem with the nude shoot. I needed to continue my career. But I was still unsure about compromising my morale for a video game to know the real sexual abuse other models have experienced. So I said I had and waited to be fired. Fortunately, Marcel decided to give me some time to think about it. He
made it pretty clear that he still wanted to hear a yes from me but I decided to the second opinion anyway to see if it would change me. So who better to ask for advice on whether to do a nude shoot? I was thinking my mom, but since I don't have one in this game, Kim Kardashian was suggested instead. Here's dealio with nude shots. I'm not worried about his level of genius, or if I'd be in good hands, I'm
worried about taking off my clothes. The advice I wanted from Kardashian was, don't worry if you skip this one, there will be other possibilities. But this is Kim Kardashian. The woman who posed for Playboy draped in just pearl necklaces. I mean, it's perfectly fine if she's comfortable with it; I'm just not. And why is the game trying to rock her fans to do as she does? Not everyone is as okay with showing
skin, and that should be respected too. After Kim's disappointing help, Marcel called me and wanted to know my decision. Now I had actually played this game up to this point twice because I wanted to know what would happen if I chose both results. The first time I said yes, and Marcel was a happy clam. I showed up for my shoot, and luckily my avatar wasn't required to strip down for real. Instead, the little
blue bubble that you usually click on to change clothes on a normal shoot just read the disrobe. But I still felt icky. Especially when a tabloid journalist contacted me for my comment on racy pictures. (Also, does he look like Ryan Seacrest or what?) But when I played a second time, my goal was not to win the game but to get screenshots of sketchiness, so I felt free enough to reject Marcel's offer. And how
did that affect my career? Pretty terrible. My avatar may look pretty flippant, but in this game, that rejection is a big deal. Willow Pape, my nemesis in the game, landed my big photography deal. It's impossible not to be disappointed with how Kim Kardashian: Hollywood went down. Not only because her advice was unhelpful, but because she maintains a standard that you need to strip down, to compromise
your morale, to succeed. This was her shot to show the young kids playing her game as you should never sacrifice your personal comfort for fame. Not only that, but to make the people who play this game feel like winning they have to be pressured into being naked is pretty crazy. This is supposed to be a fun look at living another person's life. It's not supposed to pressure you to feel uncomfortable and
exploited. I didn't feel I could turn down the offer if I wanted to be successful in the game. Instead of judging my career, I would have loved to see Marcel respect my decision and rework his vision so that we were both comfortable. After all, the Kardashians are trying to baptize themselves in order to empower other women to be successful. Success should come in many forms. Just because Kim
Kardashian became famous as she did doesn't mean we all want the same A model should be allowed to be successful no matter how much skin she to view. Giving women the means to give them the power to make their own decisions, be more confident, control their lives, and assert their rights. For some, this may mean the right to undress if they want to. But it's not giving to everyone, so the game
shouldn't have basically made it a requirement. I know kim kardashian's game won't change the world, but it sure didn't have to play by the modeling industry's outdated rules. Photos: Kim Kardashian: Hollywood [15]; E!; giphy; cash4fame cash4fame
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